November 2018

Rod and Karen’s Update

In September we went to Thailand to attend a YWAM international gathering, meeting with
some of the people who are heading up Australian Mercy projects. One of these is a fantastic
lady called Anu and her daughter Alisha (who did her DTS with us several years ago). Together
they run a ministry in Pune, India focusing on women and children. It was so good to be able to
encourage them and pray with them, hearing some of the challenges they are facing and the
wonderful work they are doing. You can read more about this ministry at australianmercy.org/
portfolio/vanitashray/ . After the 5 day conference we travelled north to Mae Sot to visit several
projects there, staying with our young friends who moved there last year under the Australian
Mercy banner. We dropped off some much needed medical and technical supplies at the Mae
La Refugee Camp and spent time sharing at a school for Burmese refugees which is another
Australian Mercy project. We packed a lot in to our 10 days away and thanks to our friends we
saw a lot of the beautiful sights of Mae Sot. The right most picture shows the “Friendship
Bridge” with Myanmar just over the river. We could see the little town there, that Rod visited in
March 2017 when he was in Myanmar for the Buzz Off seminars.

Something new…
I (Karen) am undertaking an intensive week of training as a Birth Attendant in November as part of a new
ministry we are developing. Hundreds of women and thousands of babies die worldwide, every single
day, from preventable pregnancy and birth complications. Their deaths are avoidable and unnecessary. A
few women on our base with midwifery training and experience, are developing a project (which will
come under Australian Mercy), aiming to improve outcomes for women and children in parts of the world
where women and babies are more likely to die from preventable birth complications. The hope is that
this ministry will run in a similar way to the Buzz Off Malaria Prevention seminars, where a small team can
go to different locations and educate local women about prenatal, birth and post-natal care, and how to
recognise the signs of complications early. The Birth Attendant training is just the first step in the process
for me, but my goal is to be able to help with the development of multipliable seminars that can be run
cross-culturally and with varying levels of literacy.

Accommodation Update:

In our last newsletter we shared about our need to find somewhere else to live. Our current
arrangement is too complicated to explain here, but we are negotiating to stay for at least 6 more
months. This would allow us time to strategise about our next steps. We would appreciate your prayer
as it continues to be a bit of a stressful situation for us.

Thanks for your continued interest,
support and prayers.
Love from Rod and Karen
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